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young bollywood star bhumi pednekar burst into bollywood with an incredible performance as an overweight yet supremely confident girl, sandhya, in dum laga ke haisha (dlkh). on the seventh anniversary of the landmark cult classic, which also incidentally marks her seven-year journey in cinema, bhumi credits the sharat katariya directorial
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dum laga ke haisha movie download hd mp4 filmywap, jor laga ke. movies plot : prem prakash tiwari (ayushmann khurrana) listening to kumar sanu is the films opening shot. set in haridwar, 1990s, the film captures the nascent feel of the town. prem owns a cassette shop in the local market. his father is keen to get him hitched and the

family goes to a local temple to meet sandhya (bhumi pednekar). b.ed, waiting for a teaching job, the most visible thing about her is her weight. coming from a patriarchal cognitive set-up, she doesnt fit the quintessential idea of beautiful. and still, the school drop out prem must marry her because he is incapable of attaining a girl with juhi-
chawla-level-of-looks. in an elaborate community-wedding ceremony, prem and sandhya get married. their wedding night is uncomfortable with neither treading towards establishing conjugal relations. prem has in his own reasons and the girl is naturally shy. next morning on a call, she announces it to a friend and the whole family finds out
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